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Literature and Insights

“A True Account”
Steve Evans
Flinders University of South Australia, Adelaide, Australia

Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to reflect on the varied concerns of delegates at an
international accounting conference.
Design/methodology/approach – The methodology takes the form of a prose article and
accompanying fictional poem.
Findings – Accounting conferences gather many different voices and points of view, but with a
degree of commonality in themes.
Research limitations/implications – The paper encourages the use of creative expression to
represent areas of research and enquiry.
Originality/value – A review of some of the proceedings of a major conference is structured in a
novel manner, combining the use of the cento (a composite, “found” poem) with prose.
Keywords Creative accounting, Management accounting
Paper type General review

Writing up
More than 30 creative souls enrolled at APIRA 2007 in Auckland to exercise their talents in writing workshops.
These workshops followed on the success of similar activities at APIRA 2004 in Singapore. There was more
creative arts talent lurking in the crowd of accounting conference delegates than many people would have
reckoned! The Auckland writers tried their hand at various set tasks, ranging from short poems about work
(the limericks and haiku were terrific) to character studies in prose that dealt with conflict situations. The
delegates’ keen interest in attempting new forms seemed to reflect the diverse content of the conference
itself.
Since the papers offered at the conference represented such a variety of topics and stances, I felt the
appropriate way to honour them here would be to bring many of those voices together in a kind of APIRA
Chorus. The way I decided to do it was through a variation on a form of poetry known as the cento, from the
Latin for patchwork. This type of writing is an entertaining but also demanding way of drawing a poem into
being from the threads of many different pieces. It gives one the right to pilfer from other writers, but the
catch is that the various sources should provide no more than one line each (I cheated; there is a little doubling
in my attempt), and as coordinating writer, for want of a better term, I should acknowledge all of the
contributors. Considering that some of the papers at APIRA 2007 looked to have a team of authors, this results
in an acknowledgement list that goes around the world twice – or, at least, from your place to Auckland – and
is certainly longer than the resulting poem.
That poem, titled “A True Account”, features the work of nearly 50 delegates; in a style they probably never
anticipated. You will find their names and those of the papers from which their words were culled in a series of
footnotes, and I hope they like the fruit of their “collaborative”; effort. If they do not, I hope that they do not
recognise their own words here! No‐one can guarantee that quotations of their own work will always be taken
in the initial context, and combining many different words in a completely new way as I have done obviously
risks willful distortion of the authors’ original intentions. The new meaning is not their own, but what is it?
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That is finally going to be up to you to determine as reader, but I think I see a few different strands emerging;
about representing truth, about feminism, and (dare I say it) about accountability.
The conference was an event of vitality for me. Apart from presenting my own paper, I got to read other
papers and creative material from the workshops themselves, and to hear arguments that prompted a lot of
thought. Together with numerous conversations, they triggered a host of little poems of my own about the
trip to NZ and back. I look forward to offering the same chance for writing workshops at APIRA 2010. In the
meantime, please send me your own creative writing for consideration in the Literature & Insights section!

“A True Account”
by Steve Evans & 50 Delegates of APIRA 2007

When inconvenient observation meets comfortable myth[1]
A particular social setting can be contested[2]
Some people appear more comfortable with deception[3]
(counting black elephants[4]
native and exotic[5] –
only one of them may see it)[6]
Institutional theory provides a new toolkit[7]
Between secretive and transparent value[8]
The business of doing good[9]
The hollow promise of[10]
Loosely coupled or interdependent elements[11]
(salmon farming in Scotland)[12]
The public were used to[13]
Looking behind the veil[14]
From soothing palliatives and towards[15]
Making interview sense[16]
Is sex important?[17]
It is expected (glass ceilings aside) that[18]
One size may not fit all[19]
Women can’t manage without men[20]
Breaking up the sky[21]
“The worst of all worlds”;?[22]
Alibis as put forward by[23]
Strange bedfellows[24]
Making imaginary worlds real[25]
These claims do not seem to bear scrutiny[26]
Getting the big picture[27]
Simply shifts these contradictions to a new location[28]
This study only provides a snapshot[29]
A liar’s intention[30]
In view of such dangerous confusion[31]
The story must be sung, danced, drummed, painted[32]
beyond the meaning of the true[33]
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